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Correspondence Between Numbers and Quantities

Children need to be able to know their numbers—but numbers are just symbols for

quantities. They also must gain understanding of which number symbol represents a

certain number of objects. Think about dice. Once you got used to using a dice to play a

game, it was very easy to equate the number with the amount of dots on each roll. It

comes almost naturally with numbers 1-6. There are ways to make this come naturally

all the way to 10 and beyond, too. Using flashcards with dots that look like dice, but have

7-12 dots on each side can begin to do that.

Kids gain understanding of number through the concrete example of board games—this

many dots = this many jumps forward. Use games to your advantage when reinforcing

this important mathematical concept with your preschooler. When kids begin to become

more fluent with the number/symbol concept, then you can begin using some resources

from Kids Academy to enhance your practice sessions.
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There are plenty of counting resources to choose from—just like ordering from a menu—

so you can tailor the practice you do to your child’s specific needs. The worksheet above

ask the child to count through all the colorful circles to determine which choices have 9

pieces. You could then ask the child to continue identifying the number of circles on

each piece. Using numbers 6 and up is especially beneficial with illustrations or physical

objects because many children struggle when they run out of fingers on one hand to

keep counting up. Using objects instead of fingers means there can be no pause after 5

to lose themselves in and fluency can develop more easily.

Arranging Groups with a Certain Number of Objects

Being sure to “turnaround the skill” after is starts becoming easy for your child will help

with further developing an understanding of the composition of numbers. Counting

pictures and objects to identify the right symbol is one way to practice. Another way to

extend the learning is to give a child a number symbol and have them draw objects from

a large pile in order to show the amount that the symbol represents.

Similarly, the child can work on pointing to a number or tracing a number to show the

amount they have counted. Model for them by having them watch you do it twice, then

trying it themselves. Relating counting to the ultimate life skill of money is also

important. The Six Pennies resource below asks children to count life like coins. The

natural extension activity for that would be to raid your own pocket and have them use

physical coins. If they count them right—maybe they get to keep the money!
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Use the colorful Counting Eggs worksheet to practice matching groups of 9 an 10 to the

correct numbers.
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